


Syllabus:
Introductory lecture on drawing

Stretching the board
Materials for drawing.

Setting” the hands and “tuning” the eyes.
How to measure objects.

Setting the handSetting the hand
Hatches

Hatching technique
Line, stroke

Building volume with tone
The perspective in drawing

The construction of a cube in perspective with cast shadow
The construction of a circle in perspectiveThe construction of a circle in perspective

Shadow line. Building volume with tone. Cast shadow
Big form. Plain-analysis method. Constructing 3 objects

Linear-constructive drawing of a household object (jar)
Linear-constructive drawing of geometric figures 

 
Constructive still live with 4 objects part  

The stages of drawing developmentThe stages of drawing development
Tonal drawing of the sphere part 

Tonal drawing of the sphere

Tonal drawing of the cube
Still life of cast geometric figures with a light tone 

Tonal drawing , still live 
The scheme of the skull 1,2
The scheme of the skull 3The scheme of the skull 3

The scheme of the eye
The scheme of the nose
The scheme of the lips

Tonal drawing of the eye
Tonal drawing of the nose and lips

Introduction to drawing of live head
Live head of the model: construction drawingLive head of the model: construction drawing

Working with details. Eye
Working with details. nose
Working with details. Lips

Working with details.
Working with details.
Working with details.

Emphasis and unificationEmphasis and unification
 

Preparing your workspace and art materials Color science
Stretching the canvas

Priming the canvas
Warm coldness, color intensity

Color mood
Grisaille. Initial drawing before the paintingGrisaille. Initial drawing before the painting

Grisaille. Drawing and color study
Grisaille. Establishing tonal relationships

Building the form with color 
 

Quick color sketch in one go Still life (artif light) 
Quick color sketch in one go Still life (daylight) 
The painting development in Alla-Prima techniqueThe painting development in Alla-Prima technique
The painting development in Alla-Prima technique 

Still life in daylight setting. 
Still life in daylight setting. Tonal and color relationships

Still life in daylight setting. Working with details.
Still life in daylight setting. Emphasis and unification

The painting development in multiple layers
Drapery folds. Sketch before the painting Drapery folds. Sketch before the painting 

Grizail of the Head. Sketch. 
Grizail of the Head. 
Portraiture painting

 
Anatomy for the artists

Composition
SketchSketch

Plein air


